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Abstract: The development of digital technologies in all aspects of human life leads to increasing the
necessity for investigating them in the Supply Chain (SC) as the main channel to provide products.
Moreover, Lean principles, with the aim of reducing wastes, could be one of the main research streams
in SC in recent years. Therefore, it is valuable to figure out the mutual effects of Lean principles and
digital technologies as two growing areas in SC. Previous works did not pay attention to investigating
this relationship at the SC level and were more focused on the production level. However, the present
work addresses this issue by conducting a multi-perspective Systematic Literature Review (SLR).
Additionally, in the present SLR, the impact of individual Industry 4.0 technologies in relation to Lean
principles was investigated from various SC perspectives. The results reveal the necessity of studying
single SC processes in Lean Digital SC. Moreover, the applicability of each technology should be
illustrated to alleviate SC operational and organizational issues. The results provide useful insights
about applying single digital technologies as well as a combination of them to each SC process to
solve specific issues.

Keywords: Industry 4.0; Lean; digital technology; Supply Chain Management; Systematic Litera-
ture Review

1. Introduction

By increasing competitiveness to retain market share, SC members need to access real-
time data about customer preferences and other SC information in a timely manner [1]. In
this regard, Industry 4.0 technologies, such as Cloud Computing (CC), Big Data Analytics
(BDA), Internet of Things (IoT), Blockchain (BC), and Additive Manufacturing (AM), can
assist SC members to connect processes by making them able to exchange information
quickly and safely. For instance, [2] mentioned the potential applicability of IoT for gather-
ing real-time data and storing them in a transparent manner by BC. Moreover, they employ
the advantages of BDA to analyze the collected data for optimizing vehicle routing and
reducing carbon emissions. Additionally, BDA can help enhance marketing activities and
provide a better perception of customer needs, which leads to efficient resource usage in
manufacturing [3,4]. In addition, there is a mutual effect between applying Lean Manufac-
turing principles and Industry 4.0 technologies. As a matter of fact, Lean principles can
pave the way for applying Industry 4.0 technologies, and digital practices can in turn sup-
port creating an operational environment with either zero or a limited amount of waste [5].
To this end, here Lean Digital Supply Chain (Lean DSC) is defined as a proper application
of Industry 4.0 technologies in order to achieve Lean goals by reducing wastes in all SC
echelons. Based on a classification by [6], there are seven types of wastes: transportation,
inventory, motion, waiting, defect, over-production, over-processing. However, recently,
under-utilized people are also considered as an eighth waste in the Lean principles [7].
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However, the implementation of the different Industry 4.0 technologies together with
the Lean principles is still a challenge for SC practitioners, and there is a need to have a clear
roadmap and framework for applying them [8]. The present work aims to integrate the
current state-of-the-art information about Lean Digital Supply Chain (DSC) by providing
a broader perspective than the previous works, in order to assist both academicians in
advancing theoretical outcomes on the topic and practitioners in real implementations.
A Systematic Literature Review (SLR) is used to this end as a structured and scientific
approach to identify and extract knowledge from the available contributions in a systematic
way [9]. Previous SLRs mainly address the combined application of the Lean and Industry
4.0 notions to manufacturing as one of the SC echelons [10–13]. Thus, studies on the effects
of Lean and digital technologies on all the main SC processes other than manufacturing
are needed. Furthermore, the perspective of the different SC members should be taken
into account because they may have heterogeneous attitudes and viewpoints regarding the
applicability of Industry 4.0 technologies and Lean [14].

Aside from the mentioned research gap, previous SLRs mainly deal with the rela-
tionship between Lean principles and Industry 4.0 by considering the latter as a general
concept without focusing on its detailed technologies. However, it should be pointed out
that each individual Industry 4.0 technology has specific features making it applicable to
either be compliant with or foster a Lean SC environment. Therefore, the present work,
by studying single Industry 4.0 technologies at an SC level, aims to answer the following
research questions:

(1) Which SC processes can benefit from an integrated application of Lean and digital
technologies?

(2) Which Industry 4.0 technologies have the greatest potential to be combined with Lean
principles in the main operational and organizational SC issues?

(3) Which Industry 4.0 technologies can be jointly applied in order to support Lean
principles in the SC?

The results of the present work show the importance of investigating single processes
in Lean DSC. Additionally, aside from focusing on information sharing as the main benefit
of Lean DSC, researchers should apply Industry 4.0 technologies to enhance the other
operational and organizational issues such as scheduling financial, risk assessment, etc.
Moreover, CC, IoT, BDA are identified as the basic Industry 4.0 technologies to implement in
Lean DSC. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 research background
is presented. In Section 3, the selecting of keywords in different levels and also each
perspective will be motivated. Then, in Section 4 the results of classification and main
outcomes of the SLR will be discussed. Finally, Section 5 concludes the main points of the
paper, implications and asserts the limitations regarding the present work.

2. Research Background

Nowadays, the accelerated diffusion of digital technologies reveals the importance
of studying their effects on SCs [15]. Moreover, SC integration can result in more com-
petitiveness and higher performance. Better integration and monitoring of SC processes
by exploiting the digital paradigm enable the reduction of waste and achieve continuous
improvement as suggested by the Lean principles [16]. The results of a survey by [17]
indicated the inclination of SC members to know about the mutual effects of applying
both Lean and digital technologies in SC. Moreover, Lean principles can provide a proper
condition to implement Industry 4.0 technologies to increase process efficiency [17,18].
Furthermore, real-time data provided by Industry 4.0 can assist to use Lean principles
in SCs [19]. As a result of the relationship that can be hypothesized between Industry
4.0 and Lean Manufacturing, previous research argued that the compatibility of the two
notions should be investigated in more detail. In fact, understanding how and when Lean
principles and digital technologies can be combined together is a strategic decision for the
SC members [17,20].
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At the first step, identifying and determining the definition of different Industry 4.0
technologies can help to have a better perception of them. Therefore, Table 1 describes the
definition of all digital technologies that were included in the Industry 4.0 concept.

Table 1. Definition of Industry 4.0 technologies.

Industry 4.0 Technology Definition Reference

Augmented Reality (AR)

AR is a potential technology to assist employees
by enlarging the real world by providing
additional information from different sources
and types such as text, video, sound, and even
smell.

[21,22]

Cloud Computing(CC)

Storage, sharing, and easy access to the data
remotely and on-demand based on the
competitive costs and according to the customer
requirements.

[22,23]

Robotics (R)

Applying automatic robots to complete tasks
automatically or in collaboration with humans to
provide more flexibility and safety in
workplaces.

[24]

Sensor Technology (ST)

Enabling checking, monitoring, and controlling
different internal and external activities related
to the products. Its capabilities are range from
sensing the quality status to the other
applications in the shop floor and life cycle
assessment.

[21,23]

Omni Channel (OC)
Making a seamless experience for the final
customer from shopping in different provided
both online and offline channels.

[25]

Internet of Things (IoT)

Making the link between objects and information
systems to collect real-time data about the
location and other features of the object by
connecting to the internet systems.

[22,26]

Self-Driving Vehicles (SDV)
SDVs are capable to find their way without
human intervention by self-navigation and
sensing.

[21]

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV)

A flying platform to use for different proposes
without the need to pilot and controllable based
on predetermined program or remote control.

[21,27]

3D printing and Additive
Manufacturing (AM)

Producing customized or urgent needs products
from 3D printing models by layer upon layer
procedure from using one source of materials. In
this procedure, there is no need for the assembly
of parts.

[22,23]

Blockchain (BC)
A secure and safe manner to share and access
tamper-proof real-time data among different
stakeholders.

[24]

Big Data Analytics (BDA)

Knowledge extraction by analyzing the huge
amount of structured, semi-structured, or
unstructured data to facilitate the
decision-making process based on the obtained
knowledge.

[21]

Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Advanced analytical tool for providing better
perception about future possible scenarios for
different activities and operations in SC.

[23,24]
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Table 1. Cont.

Industry 4.0 Technology Definition Reference

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)

The interconnected system of machines and
humans in all aspects reports the actual state of
each component to the central cyber via different
ways such as sensors, IoT, etc. to analyze, make
the appropriate decision, and learn from the
problem.

[24]

Simulation

Simulating different processes and operations of
the SC for different proposes such as education,
design product or process, process improvement,
etc with different methods.

[23]

Recently, the growing attention to Lean and Industry 4.0 technologies as an emerging
area [5] has led to an increasing number of literature contributions, especially in the form of
SLRs. Table 2 indicates previous SLRs in this regard and compared them with contributions
of the present work. Therefore, in this table, the investigated perspectives for each paper
have been marked with (*). However, the number of such works is still limited [28–30].
Previous SLRs mainly investigate the relation between Lean and Industry 4.0 by focusing
on the manufacturing process, without taking into account the other key SC processes, such
as for example the logistics one [5,12,13,19,28,29,31–33]. Nevertheless, the impact of Lean
DSC should be studied by addressing the complexity of SCs made of multiple processes and
tiers [33,34]. Moreover, based on Table 2, the majority of the mentioned SLR papers study
the connection between Lean principles and Industry 4.0 without investigating the effects
of each digital technology individually. However, each of these technologies has specific
characteristics and features that make it suitable to be applied in a Lean environment [35].
Therefore, this is important to figure out the relationships between Industry 4.0 technologies
and Lean principles in Supply Chain Management (SCM) [19] by focusing on each of them.
Additionally, SC members need to know the advantages and capabilities of each digital
technology for addressing the SC at both operational and organizational levels [36], as well
as the effects on decisions to cope with network complexity [37]. Furthermore, choosing
appropriate technologies is a strategic task in Industry 4.0 [29], due to the fact that an
improper selection can hinder Lean achievements rather than helping them. Therefore, due
to the high investment cost associated with Industry 4.0 technologies, SC members need
to identify the most applicable ones that are compatible with Lean contexts, so that to set
implementation priorities [38].

Based on what was discussed above, the present SLR compared to the previous
ones (Table 2), by investigating different perspectives, aims to provide a framework to
illustrate the potential areas of application of each digital technology in relation to Lean
principles to SCs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first SLR about Lean DSC based
on a comprehensive range of SC processes, operational (e.g., information sharing and
activities scheduling) and organizational issues (e.g., risk and performance management).
Additionally, the present study investigates all the main methodologies that were used by
previous literature contributions to investigate Lean DSC as well as the integration between
different digital technologies.
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Table 2. Summary of the previous works.
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[29] 31 2012–2016

[12] 21 0–2017 *

[5] 26 2011–2018

[31] CPS, IoT, BDA, CC, VR, AR, R, 3DP 54 2015–2018

[32] IoT, CPS, CC, BDA, R, AM, AR * 93 0–2018 *

[39] * CC, IoT, AI, VR, AV, BDA * * 78 1996–2019 *

[13] BDA, CPS, R, IoT, CC, AR * 115 0–2019

[19] 47 2011–2018 *

[33] 22 2015–2019

[28] 33 2011–2019

Present
work * IoT, BDA, CC, BC, AM * * 64 0–2020 * * * *

* the investigated perspectives for each paper.

3. Materials and Methods

In the following sections, the approach for developing the present SLR will be de-
scribed in detail.

3.1. Planning the SLR Process

The content analysis identified as SLR is a structured approach to give an overview
of a specific subject by a step-wise and scientific procedure [40,41]. SLR is distinguished
from the other approaches to study the state of the art, due to the reduction of the effects of
subjective judgment [42] and the ability to provide deeper insights helping a discipline to
move forward [43]. Present SLR follows the procedure proposed by [44], which unfolds
in the following three steps: 1. planning the review process, 2. searching and conducting
the review, 3. reporting results and recommendations. Figure 1 depicts the steps for
conducting SLR and the main activities of each step that will be explained in more detail in
the next sections.
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3.1.1. Selection of the Database Source

One of the basic steps for conducting an SLR is selecting a reliable and comprehensive
database source. In this regard, Scopus is recognized as the main searching source by
many SLR papers in the field of SCM [45]. In fact, Scopus covers various disciplines [46]
and a more comprehensive number of journals than other literature resources [47] since
it includes the papers in databases such as Web of Science [42,45,48]. In this regard,
the authors based on [12], which is the work performing a comparison among Scopus,
ProQuest, Web of Science, Science-Direct, and EBSCO databases for searching in the field
of SC in a combination of LEAN and Industry 4.0, aim to figure out which database is
the most comprehensive one. Finally, this comparison revealed that Scopus is the most
valuable database by retrieving most of the related papers. However, from ScienceDirect
and EBSCO least number of related papers were obtained. Hence, for performing the
present SLR Scopus is considered for searching the relevant keywords. Moreover, from the
results of Table 2, it is obvious that the majority of the SLR papers in this field have not been
conducting a snowballing search. However, the authors in the present work, to be sure
about the completeness of the obtained results, performed both forward and backward
snowballing as a complementary procedure. In this regard, scientific data sources other
than Scopus, such as ProQuest, Web of Science, Science-Direct, and EBSCO databases were
investigated especially in relation to backward snowballing.

3.1.2. Determining the Exclusion Criteria

Setting appropriate exclusion criteria leads to addressing the most relevant papers in
the SLR process [49]. To this end, two levels of exclusion criteria were defined. At the first
level, exclusion criteria are considered for filtering the search results obtained by Scopus.
Therefore, the paper language is limited to English as the most prevalent one in scientific
papers [50]. Moreover, Lean DSC is a newborn research field and has not yet matured
enough, therefore, both conference and journal papers are included in the investigation.
There is no limitation at this step on the other result fields such as subject area or publishing
stage. Afterward, second-level exclusion criteria are defined to narrow the search results.
Therefore, while investigating the title, abstract, and keywords from the previous step, or
for studying full papers, the following criteria were considered: (a) Papers that do not refer
to SCM; (b) Papers that are not related to Lean concepts; (c) Papers that do not mention
considerable contributions about the application of Lean and digital technologies to SCM;
(d) Papers that are more related to computer science; (e) Duplicated papers; (f) Papers that
were published before 2010 with zero citations, due to the fact that the notion of Industry 4.0
and the trend of research on its main technologies were born after 2010. The comprehensive
list of all the rejected papers and the associated reasons are available from the authors.

3.1.3. Setting the Keyword Plan

This research aims to figure out the relevance of using both digital technologies and
Lean principles in SCM. Therefore, the literature search is conducted based on three levels
of keywords. The selection of keywords for each level will be motivated in the next
sub-sections.

First-level keyword selection (Supply Chain)
The keyword “supply chain” was first applied to delimit the search scope. It helps to

obtain all the possible results about the context of this SLR.
Second-level keyword selection (Digital technologies)
Industry 4.0 as a general concept is characterized by many definitions and includes

various digital technologies [22]. Hence, due to the vagueness of selecting the related
keywords in the previous works [10,12,13,39], the present SLR aims to provide a reliable
basis for the literature searching by identifying the Industry 4.0 technologies most debated
in SCM.

Selecting relevant keywords for emerging Industry 4.0 technologies in SCM. At the
first step, the most relevant keywords are collected from [21,24,26,43,51–55]. Due to the
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early stage of the research about Industry 4.0 technologies in SCM [40,42,56], the first list
of keywords is checked during the next phases of the research by the papers obtained from
Scopus. However, the comparison confirmed the completeness of the first list of keywords.
These fifteen keywords are Augmented Reality (AR), Cloud Computing, Robotics (R),
Sensor Technology (ST), Omni Channel (OC), Internet of Things, Self-Driving Vehicles
(SDV), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), Nanotechnology (N), 3D printing and Additive
Manufacturing, Blockchain, Big Data Analytics, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPS), and Simulation. Only the keywords mentioned more than one time in the
reference papers [21,24,26,43,51–55] are selected. Thus, the keywords “Sensors Technol-
ogy”, “Nanotechnology”, and “Simulation” are identified as non-relevant keywords for
searching about digital SCM. Afterward, the remaining keywords are checked with two
SCM experts, and, by considering the scope of the research, “Omni channel” is removed
from the list. Additionally, in order to minimize the possibility of missing relevant works
in Scopus, all the possible variants of the keywords in the final list are searched, e.g., both
“Block chain” and “Blockchain”. The searching protocol is using a combination of each the
selected keywords with Supply chain as the second level keyword (e.g., “Supply chain”
AND “Cloud Computing”) in the paper title, abstract, and keywords. Additionally, with
the aim of addressing high-quality scientific contributions [57], the search focuses only
on journal papers as the main resource for selecting technology keywords. The time for
searching these queries is October 2020.

Refining the most relevant keywords for Industry 4.0 technologies in SCM. In this step,
all the titles, abstracts, and keywords of the English journal papers from the results of the
previous step are scrutinized. By doing this step, the main aim is refining the list of the
Industry 4.0 technologies to remove the technologies that have no strong relationship with
the SCM based on the published English journal papers. Based on the outcomes of reading
title, keywords, and abstract, the total average percentage of relevant papers to the SCM
(34%) is considered as a criterion to identify the relevant digital technologies. Therefore, by
removing the CPS and R the following technologies are considered as technologies to analyze
in more detail in the next step: BC, BDA, AM, AR, IoT, SDV, AI, UAV, CC.

Identifying the most debated digital technologies in SCM to be used as keywords. As
a further step of the analysis to finalize the list of the Industry 4.0 technologies in SCM, the
trend of publications on each technology is here investigated. By doing this step, the main
goal is completing the results of the previous step by taking look at the trend of publications
for each single digital technology. It leads to focus on addressing the well-developed
technologies in SCM. After analyzing the relevant papers based on their publication date,
two groups of digital technologies are identified. The first one includes digital technologies
that have recently acquired a growing interest, as witnessed by the increasing number of
publications about SCM (Most debated technologies). The second group comprehends
those digital technologies that either are debated in a decreasing number of publications
in the last few years or do not have a steady increasing trend in the number of related
SCM publications (Least debated technologies). Hence, based on the results from Figure 2,
the most debated Industry 4.0 technologies in recent years are: BC, CC, BDA, AM, and
IoT. Therefore, this group is considered as the main technology to search as the second
level keywords. The group of least debated technologies in SCM (Figure 3) includes UAV,
AR, SDV, and AI. Finally, to provide a comprehensive picture of contributions on digital
technologies and Lean DSC, “Industry 4.0” and “digital” were added to the list of second
level keywords.
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Third-level keyword selection (Lean principles)
The previous SLRs about the relationship between Lean principles and digital tech-

nologies mostly address that by making comparison among each specific Lean tool (e.g., 5 s,
Kanban, JIT, etc.) and single digital technologies at the production level [13,31]. However,
the missing point is the impact of Lean principles and digital technologies at the SC level.
To this end, the present work considers “Lean” as a general keyword in combination with
the keywords about digital technologies and SC that were previously identified, in order to
discover all the possible related works.

3.2. Conducting the SLR on Lean DSC and Classification Framework

After finalizing the review process plan, the results for conducting the SLR are de-
scribed in this section and summarized in Figure 4. By combining the three keyword
levels, 229 papers are found by searching in Scopus. Afterward, the results were limited to
English journals and conference papers, obtaining 172 papers. Then, to address the main
aim of the paper and obtain consistent results, the papers are removed based on the other
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mentioned exclusion criteria in Section 3.1.2 by reading the title, abstract, and keywords.
A total of 58 papers are kept in the dataset after this step. Moreover, in the process of
reading full papers, authors continuously checked the relevance of the papers to the main
aim of the research by referring to the same group of criteria in Section 3.1.2. Therefore,
after investigating all papers, 25 papers were kept. In the next step, to be sure about the
completeness of the database, forward and backward snowballing were conducted [58]. In
backward snowballing, 33 additional papers are found by investigating the reference list of
each previously qualified paper. Then, forward snowballing is carried out on the citation
list of the 25 originally qualified papers based on Scopus, which added 6 further papers
to the database. Totally, 64 papers are investigated to construct a comprehensive content
analysis. Microsoft Excel® is used to build a data extraction form including the following
fields: 1. Paper Information (paper title, year of publication, name of authors, name of
journal, related information about journals such as impact factor and journal quality—Q1,
Q2, etc., number of citations to the paper), 2. Searching Information (keywords for finding
the paper in Scopus, link to the manuscript webpage), 3. Preliminary Paper Analysis (paper
keywords, subject area, applied digital technologies, applied methodology, the source for
data collection, research gap, research questions, main findings, limitations, future direc-
tions), 4. Detailed Paper Analysis (summary of the main points, critical analysis, relevance
to the goal of the present research). In order to minimize the bias in the whole process of
selecting and analyzing the papers, all the authors had regular weekly meetings to discuss
and solve any doubts for each paper from October 2020 to June 2021.
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Based on full paper reading and the data extraction form, a framework is proposed to
classify the results, which is fruitful to pave the way for developing future research avenues
in the next steps. The following subsections explain the structure of such a framework and
the main motivations to consider each of its perspectives.
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Selecting the SC Perspectives for Analysis

The framework adopted to analyze the retrieved papers on Lean DSC includes the
following perspectives. It is worth noting that the assignment of papers to each perspective
is not mutually exclusive.

(a) Supply Chain Processes. The benefits brought by digital technologies to each indi-
vidual SC process should be addressed [24] to illustrate their capability to enhance
each single process and also identify the most related digital technologies. Moreover,
Lean principles are mostly perceived by the existing literature as a tool for the im-
provement of the production process, and their adoption in the other SC processes
is still scarce [19]. In this paper, the following list of SC processes was addressed
based on the works by [59,60] to make a comprehensive view of all SC activities:
Procurement, Warehousing, Inventory Management, Manufacturing (Production),
Transportation, Customer Relationship, Demand Forecasting, Marketing, and Pricing.
It should be noted that by warehousing authors mean all the activities related to the
organization of the warehousing process and products storage. However, in Inventory
Management authors refer to the different activities for controlling and ordering
the inventories and all related issues to inventory policy. Additionally, the Authors
address the papers that they did not mention any specific process as focusing on the
overall supply chain process.

(b) Supply chain-associated issues. The suggested framework pays special attention to
the impact of each digital technology on the supply chain operational and organiza-
tional issues in relation to Lean principles. To this end, prevalent operational and
organizational issues were considered as information sharing, revenue/cost-sharing,
risk measurement/assessment, performance measurement/assessment, sustainability,
financial, scheduling, business model. In fact, information sharing is deeply affected
by Lean DSCs in the way of connecting echelons and in how they manage their
value-added flows [61]. Moreover, real-time data provided by digital technologies can
facilitate sustainability efforts in Lean DSCs [62]. For instance, real-time data provided
by digital technologies such as blockchain can facilitate the over-processing of con-
trolling and checking the sustainability indices. Similarly, they can lead to improving
risk control in SCs [28]. Real-time data can also change the manner of scheduling
SC tasks by making it more flexible to accommodate changing production needs.
Furthermore, both practitioners and academicians are interested in discovering the
effects on SC performance by Lean principles and digital technologies. Additionally,
revenue cost/sharing is another important issue in this realm for two reasons: first, the
effect of SC transparency leads to enhance the trust [63] and encourage SC members
to adopt a revenue/cost-sharing policy in order to have a better collaboration for
reducing inventory, over-processing, and over production as Lean wastes. Aside from
that, SC members can consider revenue/cost sharing as an incentive to implement
Lean DSC and increase its adoption rate.

(c) Supply chain applied methodologies. There is a lack of a roadmap to guide practition-
ers in implementing the Lean DSC [8]. To this end, investigating the methodologies
applied by the previously published papers can assist academicians in figuring out ap-
propriate approaches for assessing the existing theoretical contributions to construct a
guideline for real implementation. As a result, based on previous works [60,64,65],
this SLR analyses the following methodologies: optimization/mathematical modeling,
simulation, survey/case study, literature review, conceptual framework, hypothesis
testing, model/architecture development, development of tool/platforms/computer
system, Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) models.

(d) Combination of digital technologies in SCM. Integration has a significant impact on
the efficiency and effectiveness of SCs [66]. However, applying individual digital
technologies cannot achieve the goal of making a reliable infrastructure for full SC
integration [63]. In this regard, prominent practitioners tend to aggregate a bunch
of digital technologies to achieve enough mature solutions [23]. Additionally, due
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to the high investment cost of implementing digital technologies, it is valuable to
identify their most beneficial combinations with the aim of promoting Lean efforts in
SCM [67].

4. Literature Review Outcomes

The present section has two different subsections. Firstly, in Section 4.1 the outcomes
out of the SLR were addressed from different perspectives in a more descriptive way.
Secondly, in Section 4.2, a critical analysis was performed based on the results of SLR. In
this part, the critical points of each perspective were identified in relation to its connection
with Lean principles.

4.1. Presentation of the Perspectives Outcomes

In this section, the outcomes of the SLR are presented based on the investigated
papers and summarized by graphical representations. Moreover, they are assigned to each
analyzed perspective.

(a) Supply chain processes. Based on the results of the content analysis, Figure 5 shows
that the majority of the previous papers study the effects of digital technologies on
SCs as an overall process [68–70]. In fact, there are few papers that investigate the
impacts of each individual technology on specific SC processes. However, IoT appears
to be more investigated than the other technologies in relation to Lean principles
application in different processes such as Warehousing, Manufacturing, and Inventory
Management. Additionally, there are a few papers studying the BDA effects on Lean
warehousing. On the contrary, there is no evidence about adopting AM and CC
in single processes in Lean DSC, although, they were investigated to address the
overall SC.
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(b) Supply chain-associated issues. According to the results depicted in Figure 6, a con-
siderable part of the investigated papers studies the impacts of Lean and digital
technologies on information sharing as a key operational SC issue. However, a vast
amount of papers still does not discover the effects of Lean DSC on the other SC
issues in order to devise solutions to increase SC efficiency. For example, schedul-
ing, risk management/assessment, and revenue/cost-sharing. Nevertheless, there
are few efforts to improve sustainability by combining Lean principles and digital
technologies. In this regard, CC, BDA, AM, and Industry 4.0 as a general concept
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are applied to enhance the main pillars of sustainability. However, for each single
technology researchers just referenced the environmental effects and they did not
address the impact of each single technology on the other three bottom lines such as
economic and social issues. Moreover, a noticeable number of papers evaluate the
effects of Lean DSC on performance assessment/measurement but the investigated
digital technologies are limited to CC, BDA, IoT, and also these works mostly refer to
Industry 4.0 in general.
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(c) Supply chain-applied methodologies. Various methodologies are currently applied
to address the Lean DSC (Figure 7). To this end, the survey/case study category
reveals as the dominant one for investigating CC, BDA, IoT, and Industry 4.0 in
general, applied together with Lean principles. Additionally, it should be noted that,
except for the work by [71] on AM, there is no paper applying the literature reviews
to discuss single digital technologies in relation to Lean Manufacturing. Besides,
conceptual framework proves to be a popular methodology, applied for debating
CC, IoT, and Industry 4.0 in general. Additionally, hypothesis testing is considerably
used but not adopted to study all the single digital technologies except for CC, and
BDA. Surprisingly, less attention is paid to the application of simulation to Lean DSC.
Nonetheless, this is a promising methodology to illustrate the possible impacts of the
application of Lean DSC in different conditions to assist practitioners in developing
appropriate implementation roadmaps.
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(d) Combination of digital technologies in SCM. Figure 8 depicts a comprehensive pic-
ture of the combination of different digital technologies in Industry 4.0. All of the
identified digital technologies at the end of step 1 in Section 3.1.3 are considered to
figure out the power of each pair for concurrent application. The thickness of lines
among each pair of digital technologies in Figure 8 indicates the strengthening of
that relationship, calculated by dividing the number of papers considering the joint
implementation of the two technologies by the total number of investigated works
(64 papers). CC shows the most powerful relationships with BDA (22%), IoT (20%),
and AM (19%). AM is mostly applied associated with CC (19%), BDA (17%), and IoT
(16%). AR is mostly and equally mentioned with CC and BDA (16% of the reviewed
papers). Moreover, the evidence that emerged by reading papers reveals an interest
of researchers in using BDA, CC, and IoT concurrently. On the other hand, based
on Figure 8, BC needs to be investigated in the field of Lean DSC to figure out its
potential applicability to improve SC.
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4.2. Interpretation of the Outcomes

In this section, the outcomes of the SLR were critically analyzed to identify the gaps
and trends in each perspective. To this end, Table 3 describes the main trends and gaps
identified for each perspective adopted in the present SLR. As a general point about all of
the investigated aspects, and based on the results discussed in Section 4.1, the great majority
of papers investigate Lean DSC by considering Industry 4.0 as a general concept. This
can arise from the novelty of Industry 4.0 as a newborn concept in SC. In this regard, the
majority of previous works aimed to provide an overview of that to address its potentiality
in Lean DSC. As a result, it could be convincing evidence to motivate the researcher for
focusing on studying the Lean DSC from the perspective of each single digital technology
of Industry 4.0.

(a) Supply chain processes. These outcomes imply the necessity of studying the applica-
tion of different technologies to eliminate waste from each SC process. By looking
now at individual processes, the application of Lean and digital technologies is mostly
discussed in manufacturing (Figure 5). Such an outcome stems from the fact that
Lean principles were first introduced in production processes. However, the Lean
philosophy can reduce non-value-adding activities in all the other SC processes. In
fact, one of the main lacks of the present state of the art in Lean DSC is that no research
is carried out on Procurement, Transportation, Demand Forecasting, Marketing, and
Pricing processes. This lack could be stem from the fact that these issues are not
directly connected to manufacturing as the main focus of the previous works in the
realm of lean studies. As a result, this issue gives rise to finding fewer studies about
the connection of mentioned issues and Lean DSC as a newborn field. However, for
instance, SCs deal with marketing issues to forecast the demand specifically in short
life cycle products and they should have better forecasting by removing non-value-
added activities to the customer. To this end, about the demand forecasting, BDA
by analyzing SC data in different echelons, can provide a better understanding of
customer needs that results in improvement of inventory waste [72]. BDA applica-
tion can also provide a great opportunity to promote marketing policy and reduce
the associated costs by identifying the most potential groups for advertisements as
target customers [3]. As a result, it can enhance defining the marketing strategies
and increase the efficiency of advertisement activities to attract the utmost customers
regarding the time and cost of advertisements. To this end, the marketing group can
dedicate its effort to defining the best strategy for each group of customers rather
than identifying them. Therefore, that leads to reducing the over-processing waste in
marketing activities. Furthermore, BDA helps to perceive the best time for considering
discounts on perishable products with a limited shelf life to reduce inventory waste.
To achieve that, practitioners might combine BDA with IoT to collect and analyze real-
time data and CC to share information among different echelons. Additionally, BC by
providing tamper-proof data can make a reliable and trustful database for applying
BDA in forecasting the demand and marketing strategies for luxury goods or strategic
items such as vaccines [73] during the COVID-19 pandemic. For instance, in the case
of strategic items such as vaccines during the COVID-19 pandemic, governments
can be sure about future decisions by more reliable demand forecasting to distribute
the appropriate amounts of vaccines for different parts of the country. To this end,
they can rely on the trustful data collected by BC and analysis provided by BDA.
Moreover, about the luxury goods, BC can provide reliable information about the final
customer data such as the location, final selling price, etc. Therefore, such reliable
information can facilitate the precise analysis of BDA to assist the practitioners about
potential points of real selling. Additionally, it can improve other issues related to the
pricing of luxury goods to better control such issues and identify the cause of that by
BC throughout the SC. These two examples, imply the improvement of doing these
activities in terms of reducing over-processing as a Lean waste.
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Moreover, BDA and IoT can influence Lean efforts in reducing transportation and
motion waste in warehouses by real-time analyzing the best product allocation policy.
Again, in the warehousing process, the application of BC for specific cases, such as
medicine and food, could reduce the time of auditing and inspection by providing
data about the originality of materials or expiration dates. Therefore, by doing so
BC can reduce waste such as over-processing and waiting. In addition, this can
lead to fewer defects by providing instant and reliable data about the real state of
the warehouse inventory such as expired products, amount of on-hand inventory,
etc. In this regard, it should be combined with IoT for collecting the data, CC for
sharing collected information, and BDA to analyze and propose the best decisions
by considering different criteria in real-time. In this way, warehouses can have better
inventory control and fewer defects. Additionally, for improving remanufacturing
and closed-loop SC applying BC and IoT could be beneficial to collect reliable and
instant data about the item’s remaining life-cycle, expiration date, original producer
to return, etc. This can reduce the efforts of over-processing of data and information
to achieve a circular economy.
Furthermore, the development of BC applications in SC by providing tamper-proof
data about suppliers’ reliability can also lead to reducing over-processing in the
procurement process by facilitating periodic supplier evaluation and providing a more
reliable supplier selection process [74]. In this regard, all the suppliers from different
echelons should be connected with BC systems that in turn could be integrated with
the BDA system to analyze data and CC environment to share data from different
supplies location. It can also result in having fewer defects as one of the Lean wastes,
due to the fact that a more reliable and trustful procedure for supplier selection leads
to improved quality of provided raw materials from the upstream suppliers and fewer
defects in the production process.

(b) Supply chain-associated issues. As illustrated in Figure 6, the distribution of research
papers on SC-associated issues is not homogenous. Thus, researchers should pay
special attention to investigating the role of each single technology in improving
the SC organization and operations. It seems that due to the novelty of Lean DSC,
researchers are mainly focused on information sharing as one of the main aims of
digital technologies. However, information sharing is not the focal point for all digital
technologies. For instance, in the present literature, AM is just addressed in sus-
tainability issues since by reducing transportation as a waste the amount of carbon
emission is also reduced [75]. In this regard, the impact of AM on Lean DSC still
should be discovered in the other related issues. For example, AM by reducing lead
times can mitigate the risks that are related to disruptions in supply, transportation,
and inventory. Therefore, AM can have a significant effect on improving the wastes
of waiting, transportation, and inventory. Additionally, AM in combination with CC
and BC can help to provide new business models by making novel experiences for the
customer service. In fact, AM can promote the capability of product customization in
a shorter time with cost-effective procedures. To this end, CC and BC can assist AM
to access and share the customized product information in a real-time and reliable
manner. Therefore, it leads to reducing the wastes related to waiting, transportation,
and over-processing. Additionally, AM by linking to CC can also change the other
components of business models such as supplier relations and key resources. In
fact, real-time information sharing by CC and changing production procedures by
AM can reduce the waste of inventory and overproduction. Moreover, adding AM
machines in traditional production lines can affect scheduling issues. Indeed, AM
machines can be useful for producing customized products, meeting unpredicted
demand, reducing inventory backlogs, alleviating production interruption due to
maintenance. Therefore, this can lead to reducing the waste of motion and wait-
ing in Lean DSC. Moreover, constructing a system based on concurrently applying
BDA, IoT, and CC can make SCs more transparent. In fact, sharing the information
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about inventory level, customer demand, upstream and downstream suppliers, and
transportation in a real-time manner can lead to better controlling risks and planning
proactive actions for any potential disruptions [76]. In fact, this results in reducing
overproduction, inventory, and waiting. As another suggestion, the advent of digital
technologies such as BC can be useful for reducing the waste of over-processing in
financial transactions by providing trustful data and making the payments easier and
reliable [77]. Furthermore, applying BC can promote the efforts and willingness of
SC members in constructing the revenue/cost-sharing contracts by enhancing the
trust among different SC members. In fact, by doing so with blockchain SC members
do not need to make decisions and control various parameters for constructing and
keeping the revenue/cost-sharing contracts. In fact, defining and running the smart
contract on BC can lead to reducing the over-processing in decision-making for practi-
tioners in such contracts. As mentioned before by facilitating the adoption of such
contracts in SC with applying BC leads to determining the prices with less dispute
among SC members. Therefore, SC members can construct better coordination and
collaboration in revenue/cost-sharing contracts throughout the SC to increase their
market share [78]. The latest issue can improve the over-processing activities related
to price determination.

(c) Supply chain applied methodologies. The high number of research relying on sur-
veys and case studies reflects the scarce maturity of Lean DSC as an emerging field.
In fact, currently, researchers explore the relationships between Lean principles and
digital technologies by carrying out experimental studies. In this regard, hypothesis
testing can be referenced as one of the potential methodologies to complete analysis
by surveys and case studies. As a matter of fact, the researcher can develop innovative
ideas related to possible effects and applications of Lean DSC and evaluate them in a
scientific way by doing hypothesis testing. Additionally, many papers put forward
conceptual frameworks, which can help to develop the main ideas of Lean DSC and
its application. In fact, their main aim is to provide the baseline for motivating practi-
tioners for real implementation of the Lean DSC concept in a scientific way. Based on
Figure 7, optimization models and architecture development are not represented by
the available literature. This could stem from the large quantity of data, also about
the structure of a Lean DSC, required for developing these methodologies, which
can be available only from real implementations of Industry 4.0 technologies. To this
end, simulation models can help both academicians and practitioners to evaluate
different scenarios about the implementation of Lean DSC before investing in them in
the real world. Furthermore, based on the results of Figure 7, there is still room for
doing research by SLR to investigate published contributions about individual digital
technologies in Lean DSC. In fact, this methodology is valuable since it provides the
last state of the art in the field which is beneficial for both practitioners and academi-
cians to adapt their SCs based on the recent knowledge. Moreover, applying MCDM
models can assist researchers to realize the most important factors to adopt Lean DSC
in various industry sizes. In this regard, MCDM models can also represent the most
important criteria for practitioners to help them evaluate their situation and level of
readiness to apply Lean DSC in their SC.

(d) Combination of digital technologies in SCM. As discussed in Section 4.1, BDA, IoT,
CC, are the digital technologies more frequently applied with other ones. In fact, their
concurrent implication, by providing real-time data, makes the basic infrastructure
for information sharing and decision making in different echelons. This is also
compliant with the results obtained by [50,79]. For instance, just combining these
three technologies at the first step of constructing DSC is according to lean principles
by reducing the efforts to over-processing in different stages. In this regard, IoT can
apply for collecting real-time data with less effort and CC can apply to integrate all the
information instantly. Additionally, BDA by extracting the knowledge from different
types of data can facilitate the process of decision making and decision analysis. Then,
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researchers and practitioners can gradually include the other complementary digital
technologies that are relevant to their SC processes. Based on Figure 8, it can be stated
that to achieve Lean goals, AM needs to be connected with the information-sharing
system. In particular, it has a great connection with BDA, CC, and IoT. Moreover, by
looking at the technologies that are least frequently combined together, for instance,
BC can improve the trust among different SC members, so it might make them more
willing to share information by CC. Moreover, improving trust to share information
among SC members can also reduce the need for the auditing processes [62]. Therefore,
this results in removing the over-processing waste. In addition, from the practical
point of view, the combination of AM and BC can be fruitful since it can solve the
current difficulties in AM adoption related to the licenses and copyright rules. In
fact, BC can guarantee the originality of the 3D printing and AM models for the
designer. Moreover, CC can combine with SDV to timely report any problem about
their performance. Therefore, this leads to a decrease in waiting. Additionally, AR
can be integrated with CC to assist SDV maintenance and decrease the required time
and effort. Therefore, the mentioned technologies lead to improving the motion and
waiting wastes. As another example, for specific applications such as light products
or medical products, adding UAVs can improve last-mile delivery in Lean DSC by
reducing transportation and waiting. To this end, UAVs should be supported by
CC, BC, and IoT to collect and share reliable real-time information about product
delivery. In addition, using UAVs can be beneficial in the warehousing process to
improve inventory visibility and avoid over-processing and motion. In this regard,
CC can assist in sharing the collected data by UAVs to integrate them with the other
SC information systems and make a comprehensive analysis, also by using BDA.

Table 3. Main identified trends and gaps.

Perspectives Trends Gaps

SC
pr

oc
es

se
s

• Manufacturing is the most
analyzed process, both when
Industry 4.0 as a general
concept is addressed and
when single digital
technologies are debated.

• IoT and Lean principles are
studied in a wider range of SC
processes than the other
digital technologies.

• Few papers consider the effects of
Lean and each Industry 4.0
technology on different SC processes,
in particular Inventory Management
and Customer Relationship.

• None of the previous research study
the Lean DSC applied to Procurement,
Transportation, Demand Forecasting,
Marketing, and Pricing.

• No paper studies BC, AM and CC in
combination with Lean principles in
single processes.

SC
as

so
ci

at
ed

is
su

es

• Mainly papers focused on the
influence of digital
technologies on information
sharing as one of the major
aims of Lean DSC.

• IoT is the most frequently
considered individual
technology to be studied
together with Lean principles
in SC issues.

• Sustainability and
performance
assessment/measurement are
among the emerging issues to
be addressed in Lean DSC.

• Limited number of studies about the
impacts of each single Industry 4.0
technology on SC operational and
organizational issues.

• Scarce investigation of the relevant
advantages of applying Lean and
digital solutions to SC
revenue/cost-sharing, risk
management/assessment, scheduling,
business modeling, and finance.

• No work addressing the relationship
between IoT and sustainability issues
in the realm of Lean SC.

• AM is just discussed in relation to
sustainability and needs to be further
developed in other SC issues.
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Table 3. Cont.

Perspectives Trends Gaps

SC
ap

pl
ie

d
m

et
ho

do
lo

gi
es • Surveys and case studies are

the most applied
methodologies to Lean DSC.

• Most of the works applying
the literature review approach
address Industry 4.0 as a
general concept.

• IoT is the most prevalent
digital technology studied by
simulation approach.

• No paper applying optimization and
architecture development to Lean
DSC.

• Literature reviews rarely analyze
single digital technologies and no
works focus on CC, IoT, BDA, BC.

• There is few applications of MCDM
methods, as well as digital platforms
for Lean DSC management.

C
om

bi
na

ti
on

of
di

gi
ta

lt
ec

hn
ol

og
ie

s

• IoT, BDA, CC, and AM are
frequently applied together to
SCs.

• CC is the digital technology
most often combined with the
other ones.

• BC needs to be combined with the
other DSC technologies

• SDV, UAV, R, and AI have poor
connections with the other digital
technologies in the SCM field.

5. Implications

In this section, the most important implications for both academicians and practitioners
were addressed based on adopted perspectives in the structure of the SLR framework.
Therefore, the present SRL framework can help academicians in the following ways:

1. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the gaps in Lean DSC to better understand
the possible future research directions on this newborn topic.

2. This work reveals the most prevalent methodologies to inspire the future study each
Industry 4.0 technology in Lean DSC environments. The present SLR suggests the
methodologies that might be applied by researchers in the next maturity stages of the
Lean DSC.

3. Addressing the current state of the art about the application of Lean DSC on main
operational and organizational issues can persuade researchers to focus on solving
less debated issues by addressing the new advantages provided by the integration of
Lean and Industry 4.0 technologies.

Moreover, from the practitioner’s viewpoint, the following implications can be achieved:

1. By providing a comprehensive view of the main SC processes, it could be a starting
point for practitioners to identify the best Industry 4.0 technologies to achieve Lean
goals in each process. In this regard, the present SLR helps to identify the most
applicable technologies in line with Lean principles to promote individual processes.

2. It helps to clarify the capability of each Industry 4.0 technology to provide solutions
to main SC operational and organizational issues. Therefore, addressing the most
valuable Industry 4.0 technologies in combination with lean principles can ignite the
idea of how practitioners can apply them to the daily challenges in the SCM.

3. The concurrent application of different technologies was investigated. In this way,
based on the SC situation, practitioners can determine which bunch of technologies are
the most profitable ones to invest in them in order to guarantee successful outcomes.
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6. Conclusions

The quick development of the Industry 4.0 notion reveals the necessity of investigating
the effects of the associated technologies on SCs. Moreover, to retain the market share,
eliminating the non-value added activities by Lean principles could lead to a great com-
petitive advantage [80]. Therefore, the present study focus on the opportunities created
by using both Lean and Industry 4.0 technologies in SC. To this end, [19] mentioned that
the application of Lean is mostly addressed from the side of single SC echelons because it
is in conflict with the concept of Lean at the SC level. However, the results of the present
work, by doing a comprehensive SLR, indicate the power of Industry 4.0 in combination
with Lean principles to achieve a Leaner SC. In particular, SC members can improve trust
and information sharing by using Industry 4.0 technologies such as BDA, IoT, CC, BC
which leads to reducing over-production, over-processing, and inventory waste in multiple
SC echelons. Additionally, revolutionizing the information sharing structure in SCs can
facilitate the use of other Industry 4.0 technologies to pave the way for implementing the
Lean approach in all the processes. For instance, data sharing and data protection provided
by BDA, CC, IoT, and BC can increase trust and transparency. It leads to accelerating the
AM adoption in different SC parts by providing a secure way to protect the license of
innovative ideas to produce by AM. As a matter of fact, AM by reducing lead times can
help to eliminate unnecessary motion, transportation, waiting, as well as to reduce defects.
Therefore, the present work illustrates the capability of the combination of Industry 4.0
technologies and Lean principles to enhance SC structure by studying that from different
perspectives.

There are some limitations in the present research. Despite the concerted efforts to
follow a scientific procedure for setting the keywords for searching in scientific databases,
there is a possibility of missing some relevant works. Furthermore, in the present contri-
bution, the authors searched the keywords only in Scopus. Therefore, to alleviate these
limitations, the present SLR completed with snowballing to be sure about covering all the
relevant works. Additionally, in proposing the results and gaps it does not consider the
impact of industry size on real practice adoption.

Although Section 4.2 and Table 3 already show some research directions about the
investigated topic out of the SLR, the following suggestions for future works can be added.
In this regard, with more development of Industry 4.0 in different aspects of SC, it could
be valuable to assess the other Industry 4.0 technologies excluded from the present work
to enhance the results of the SLR. Moreover, searching in other databases might lead to
finding some newly published works in this field. Additionally, it could be beneficial to
classify the results of the performed literature review based on their applicability from the
perspective of different industry sizes. In fact, different industry sizes do not have the same
resources to invest in constructing Lean DSC. Therefore, future research should address
this issue by defining the most appropriate roadmap for each industry size. Moreover,
depending on the industry size, relevant SCs can have different requirements. This should
be considered by addressing the most appropriate solutions based on Lean DSC.
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